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The Fund
Jenga Investment Partners (“JIP”, or the ‘investment club’) is an investment club structured in the
UK that makes concentrated investments in globally listed companies. JIP’s objective is to
maximise its long-term compound annual rate of growth for its clients.

JIP was founded in 2019 with the purpose of establishing a track record before converting into an
investment fund. By June 2021, the managing partner, Dede Eyesan, began working towards
transitioning JIP from an investment club into a Cayman Island domiciled fund.

The annual report does not constitute or form part of any offer to issue or sell, or any solicitation of
an offer to subscribe or purchase any investment; nor shall it or the fact of its availability form the
basis of or be relied on in connection with any contract, therefore the information is directed only
at: (i) certain having professional experience relating to investments; and (ii) certain high net worth
organisations, each as set out under the Financials Services and markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotion) Order 2005. No other person will be permitted to invest in the Fund.

All content on this Annual Report is issued by Jenga Investment Partners and is for private
circulation only. Distribution of this information to any person other than the person to whom this
information was originally delivered and to such person’s advisors is unauthorised, and any
reproduction of these materials, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of their contents,
without the prior consent of Jenga Investment Partners, is each such instance, is prohibited.
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Jenga Global Strategy
For the first fiscal year (15 September 2020 -

We prioritised financially sound companies

15 September 2021), the Jenga Global

that have earnings growth potential and are

Strategy returned +27.3%, and its primary

well undervalued compared to peers and our

benchmark, the MSCI World Index, returned

estimates of their respective intrinsic

+23.0% during the same period.

valuations. We found attractive opportunities
among European growth companies, and

The FTSE All-Share Index returned +22.5%
while the S&P 500 Index returned +23.0%.

focused on opportunities in the UK, Poland
and Sweden.

This means the Jenga Global Strategy
outperformed all three benchmarks in its first

Our portfolio companies broadly had a lower

fiscal year by +4%.

debt to capital level, higher return on capital,
faster earnings growth potential and were in
line with markets on an EV/EBIT and PE ratio

All benchmarks are total return figures
(including dividends) and in British pound

basis.

sterling terms, GBP £.
% Returns

Last 3
months
Since
Inception

Jenga
Global
Strategy
(£)
0.96%

FTSE All
Share
Index (£)
0.03%

S&P 500
(£)

MSCI
World (£)

The USA remains our preferred investment
destination, but we believe several areas in the
US public equities such as unprofitable IT

7.47%

6.02%

software, SPACs are slightly too expensive for
us. We avoided these sectors.

27.30%

22.50%

23.03%

23.00%

Table 1: Data from Capital IQ and IG.com

We continue to see attractive investment
opportunities across global markets, and we
currently have Australian small caps, Chinese

The strategy does not employ leverage or use

consumer discretionary and staples, Japanese

derivatives. The global strategy’s top three

healthcare and the Nordic region as our

contributors to its performance were Evolution

research focus areas.

Gaming (+8%), Garmin (+4.5%) and Medifast
(+4%), while its top three detractors were
Teamviewer (-2.4%), Stillfront (-1.4%) and
Balco (-1.3%).

We ended the fiscal year with a fully invested
portfolio in 16 listed companies.
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Investment overview
Country

Sub-sector (Top 10)

% of Portfolio

% of Portfolio

Live casino and betting

12.54
11.34

USA

47.30

Weight loss management

Sweden

19.66

Consumer wearables

9.31

Poland

14.13

Video gaming

9.27

UK

13.52

IT semiconductor

8.76

IT software

7.51

Communication services

7.17

IT hardware

7.12

FX management

6.78

Medical devices

6.41

France
Total

Company Name (Top 10)

5.22
99.83

% of Portfolio

Evolution Gaming

12.54

Medifast

11.34

Total

86.21

Garmin

9.31

KLA Corp

8.76

Livechat

7.51

saw an uptick in demand as many looked to

Facebook

7.17

their services and devices to cope with stress

Mycronic

7.12

and mental health.

Alpha FX Group

6.78

Team17

6.75

In the industrials and IT hardware segment, all

InMode

6.41

three (KLA, Mo-Bruk and Mycronic) grew

Total

83.69

Table 4: Sector weighting of the Global Strategy

revenue and earnings in H1 2021, exceeding

Table 2: Country weighting of the Global Strategy

H1 2019 levels. We are very pleased with KLA’s

Table 3: Top 10 companies on the Global Strategy

recent investments in broadening its metrology

We added InMode, Leatt Corp, Alpha FX
Group and eXp World Holdings in the final
quarter. All three companies are profitable and
growing well above the market average and
their peers.
We are pleased with how all current companies
performed despite the impacts from Covid-19
on both supply chain issues and demand for
goods and services. Our consumer companies
like L’Oréal, Kering and Leatt Corp are already
above 2019 levels. The health and wellness
companies like InMode, Garmin and Medifast
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and inspection capabilities in the
semiconductor sector.
In our leisure and entertainment segment, the
pandemic saw renewed interest in video
gaming and live betting. Our studios like
Evolution Gaming, Playway and Team17 also
saw greater demand from consumers. We
expect 2021 to be more challenging due to
the high earnings base in 2020. Evolution
Gaming acquired NetEnt late last year and has
already realised some synergies from the
acquisition. All three studios are debt-free and
have operating profit margins above 30%.
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Jenga South Africa Strategy
For the second fiscal year (15 October 2020 -

The South African Strategy top three

15 October 2021), the Jenga South Africa

contributors to its performance were MTN

Strategy returned +48.74%, while its primary

Group (+19%), Cartrack (+6%) and PBT Group

benchmark, the JSE All-Share Index, returned

(+6%), while its top three detractors were

+20.99% during the same period (South

Naspers (-2.6%), Impala Platinum (-1.8%) and

African Rand terms). The MSCI EM Index

Merafe Resources (-0.3%). We ended the fiscal

returned +13.79% for the fiscal year. This

year with a cash position of 17%, and the

means the strategy outperformed both

invested position is diversified across 12 listed

benchmarks.

companies.

% Returns

Jenga
SA
Strategy
(R)

JSE AllShare
Index (R)

MSCI EM
Index

Last 3 months

10.84%

-0.76%

-3.29%

2021 Fiscal Year
(15 Oct 2020 - 15
Oct 2021)

48.74%

20.99%

13.79%

Since Inception
(15 Oct 2019)

71.53%

20.61%

27.2%

Annualised

30.96%

9.8%

12.78%

Most of our portfolio companies operate in
cyclical industries like asset management,
consulting services and automotive parts. The
very low valuations across these industries and
in the small and mid-cap segments of the JSE
provided an attractive opportunity for us.

Table 5: Data from Capital IQ and Absa Stockbrokers
MSCI EM - MSCI Emerging Markets

The strategy does not use leverage or
derivatives. The MSCI EM Index is
denominated in a basket of Emerging Market
currencies. The primary benchmark (JSE AllShare Index) and the portfolio are in South
African Rand terms (R).

This brought the total 2-year return to
+71.53%, an annualised return of +30.96%.
The JSE All Share Index annualised +9.8%
during the same two year period.
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The rebound in these industries was much
faster than anticipated. Most of our portfolio
companies have already exceeded their preCovid revenue and profitability levels.

We continue to see attractive valuations
among the beaten-down sectors like
hospitality and tourism, paper and packaging,
food manufacturers and in selective subsectors in industrials like aluminium producers.

This is our final quarter under the investment
club regime. We will update all clients on the
next steps post the FCA authorisation.
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Investment overview
Company Name (Top 10)

% of Portfolio

Sub-industry (Top 10)

% of Portfolio

MTN Group

14.8

19.94

PBT Group

10.3

Support & education
services

Shoprite

8.18

Alaris Holdings

7.93

Naspers

7.42

Sygnia

6.88

Metair

6.39

Capital Appreciation

6.38

Primeserv

5.02

ADvTECH

4.62

Total

77.92

Telecommunication

14.8

Food retailers

8.18

Telecom equipments

7.93

Internet retail

7.42

Asset management

6.88

Industrials

6.39

Financial technology

6.38

Materials

4.03

Real estate

0.91

Total

Table 6: Sector weighting of the Global Strategy

82.86

Table 7: Sector weighting of the Global Strategy

Our trading and investment activity was fairly

quickly in the next quarters. Our industrials,

quiet during the year. We added more shares

materials and real estate segments were in line

in PBT Group during the first quarter. In the

with our expectations.

second quarter, we bought and sold our
investment in Merafe Resources. We also

Metair, the automotive and energy storage

exited our positions in British American

group, is already above pre-covid revenue and

Tobacco and Cartrack.

profitability levels. Impala Platinum benefitted
from rising platinum prices, but we anticipate a

We are pleased with how all current portfolio

decline in its Rhodium and Palladium prices

companies performed despite the impacts

due to slowed demand from China and the

from Covid-19 on supply chain issues and

automotive industry.

demand for goods and services.
Both turnaround investments, MTN Group and
The financial updates were mixed in our

Shoprite performed very well. We are very

business support segment. Cartrack and PBT

pleased with their management’s execution

Group benefited from investments in their

over the past few quarters as both significantly

technology capabilities and increased their

improved their rest of Africa operations. MTN

market share and profit margins during the

Group saw a revaluation in its mobile money

year. Primeserv and Capital Appreciation

and FinTech segment. A spinoff of this asset

remained profitable but saw disruptions in

will unlock value for MTN Group and we look

various business segments. We expect Capital

forward to the management’s next decision

Appreciation’s payment services to rebound

concerning the mobile money division.
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Letter to clients

To clients of Jenga Investment Partners,
In the past year, our investment strategies

companies in our Global Strategy is £3.1

outperformed their respective benchmarks,

billion.

with the Jenga Global Strategy outperforming
the MSCI World Index by 4.3% while the
South African Strategy outperformed the MSCI
EM Index by 35%.

A global strategy has potential disadvantages
too. The size of the investment universe means
we need to spend more time and resources
searching for those great investment

We have now reached the end of our journey

opportunities for you. Our new benchmark, the

as an investment club. I believe it will be a

MSCI World Index, also makes it more

good idea to spend this letter sharing how we

challenging to outperform as it often

are preparing Jenga for the transition into an

outperforms the JSE and the FTSE 100. The

authorised fund from the investments lens.

competition we face will also grow.

South Africa -> Global Investing

Our competitive landscape

We started our investment journey by

Today, investors seeking public equity

investing solely in the South African economy,

exposure have a range of options from Hedge

which has approximately 320 listed companies.

Funds, Mutual Funds, ETFs, Long-only

While we view the South African equity market

portfolios and many other creative products.

as an attractive destination for patient

To justify our existence, we simply have to

investors in the near term, it was vital that we

outperform what you could get from investing

developed a product we could manage for

in a low-cost passive index, net fees and all

decades while being among the top 5% of all

expenses. Although we have achieved this

investors globally.

since 2019, the next few years will be even
more challenging for us and the broader

Hence, we launched the Global Strategy,

equity market.

which invests in a concentrated amount of
investment opportunities among over 25,000

A question we often receive is why should

companies listed globally. The sheer size of our

anyone pick a team of two young people over

investment universe means we can scale over

the range of options available for long-term

the next decades without hurting our

investments. After all, many funds employ

performance. The current median cap of the

more staff, from data scientists to PhD holders
with decades of market experience.
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Many have larger research budgets that can

A study by Warren Berger, author of ‘A More

fund hundreds of sell-side reports per year,

Beautiful Question’, showed that children

bigger trading budgets to support advanced

between the ages of 2 and 5 asked an average

Portfolio Management Systems, and other

of 40,000 questions during those years.

complex machine learning systems to generate
returns.

In this sense, we want to be like a young 5year-old who asks 40,000 questions. After all, a

If there is anything guaranteed about the

creative adult is only a child that survived. If we

investment fund industry, it is that 7 in every 10

are to allocate capital for the next decades

funds will underperform the market index over

successfully, we need a deep passion for

the long term despite the amount of money

learning about the world. Our success versus

and resources employed by us.

the competitive landscape will depend on our
ability to maintain and develop these five

This fact made me reflect on what our

assets.

competitive advantage is and should be for
the future at Jenga. I can assure you our

Investing in the process

competitive advantage against other funds is

A significant amount of time was spent

certainly not decades of experience nor a
larger budget than peers allocated for research
and complex machine learning systems (we
spent only £700 over the past year on
research).

What makes us competitive and different are
things money can not buy. These are the
assets deep-rooted in us. Our (1) youth, (2)
creativity, (3) curiosity, (4) passion for (5)
learning about the world.

Investing is about allocating capital to the
businesses that deserve it. We can not make
capital allocation judgements without having a
deep curiosity for civilisation, human nature,
technological advancements, consumer habits
and trends. A curious mind only fuels more
creativity which improves our investment

improving our investment process from idea
generation -> screening/filtering -> company
assessment -> valuation -> portfolio
management.

The process is what separates luck from skill in
investing. A good process means we can
repeatedly find great investments and not
depend on one successful investment.

A mistake we previously made was confusing
“rigidity” for “discipline”. We want our process
to be disciplined, but not rigid. Being
disciplined helps us stick to the facts when
making decisions. But with a rigid mindset, we
will miss seeing the bigger picture about
society which is what helps us build conviction
truly great companies.

process of discovery and selection.
JENGA ANNUAL REPORT OCTOBER 2021
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1. Idea Generation

3. Company Assessment and Portfolio

Some of our successful investments have come

Management

from the most unconventional areas. We only

We realised customers had better knowledge

fully understood the potential of Gucci, the

of many products and their competitiveness

Kering owned brand, from reading various

relative to rivals than shareholders and, in

articles on fashion magazines like Vogue and

some cases, even managers.

Elle. We probably would never have come
across Alpha FX Group if we did not search for
currency management solutions for the future
Jenga funds.

While this may sound unusual as a portfolio
management process, we believe being
customers too will also help us spot red flags
or decreasing product competitiveness before

Had we not searched on social media, we

the average shareholder notices on company

would not have come across the devices of the

balance sheets. When possible, we purchase

aesthetics industry. InMode was added to our

some products from portfolio companies or

portfolio from this social media scuttlebutt and

sign up for services and those of rivals too.

is currently one of our best performers in less
than a year. Being flexible with where we
search and observe for investment ideas will
be one of the most crucial factors in our ability
to deliver value for you.

Our conviction for our gaming companies like
Playway and Team17 comes directly from
being a user. Our conviction in placing 15% of
the South African Strategy in MTN Group was
supported by our comparison of MTN’s

2. Screening

improved data and mobile money services,

We increased the number of stock screens on

MoMo, to rivals like Telkom and Vodacom.

CapitalIQ from 5 screens to 35 screens. These
screens let us efficiently filter global
opportunities without having to read all 25,000
company annual reports.

MTN Group was the best performing stock
across all our investments. Our awareness of
L’Oréal’s increasingly competitive industry with
new players like Olaplex comes from actively

We have found a wide range of companies
from compounders and turnarounds to special
situations by screening, which makes us more
confident in our screening process. Companies

trying out various cosmetic products and
speaking to seasoned customers. This has
allowed us to make a better judgement on the
portfolio weighting for L’Oréal.

like Mo-Bruk and Livechat in Poland were
discovered from just screening companies in
Poland. Today, we have over 500 shortlisted
listed companies across the globe pulled from
our screening lists.
JENGA ANNUAL REPORT OCTOBER 2021

The future
The future goal as an investment company is
to grow your savings and capital to the best of
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our abilities, which must be among the top 5%
of all active equity funds globally. These
investments in our process mentioned above
have provided a good base for us in achieving
our objective. Over the next years, the Jenga
team will continue learning and unlearning
what works, and we look forward to sharing
this journey in the many more years coming. I
thank you for the trust you have placed in us.

Dede Eyesan
Founder, CEO and Portfolio Manager
Dede Eyesan founded Jenga Investment Partners in 2019. He
launched the South African Strategy in October 2019 and the
Global Strategy in September 2020. Dede serves as the portfolio
manager for both strategies. Dede holds an MSc in
Entrepreneurship from the City University of London and a BSc in
Accounting and Finance from the London School of Economics.
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End of the Investment Club
This month marks the end of Jenga Investment

We expect to add a Chief Compliance Officer

Partners as an investment club. In 2019, we

(CCO) and a Chief Operations Officer (COO)

took a big leap and started the South African

to the leadership team. Both people will

Strategy to build our track record and test

provide a wealth of experience from a

ourselves both from an investment and

regulatory and operational scope. After

operational view in a challenging financial and

launching, the investment team will add 2-4

economic market. We received a lot of

interns, either students or recent graduates,

feedback and support, which have fuelled our

and if they share our culture and passion for

growth over the past two years.

investing, we will convert these into full-time
positions.

The next five years promises to be an exciting
time for us. For the first year, our goal is to

The culture and values we formulated as an

finalise our FCA authorisation. We have

investment club remain unchanged; (1)

selected a well experienced legal counsel and

Performance-driven to deliver the best results

regulatory compliance company for this

for our clients (2) A long-term horizon in both

process. We have also finalised our audit,

investing and in building an investment firm (3)

administration, prime brokerage, investor

Being optimists despite the environment and

relations and marketing service providers.

consensus and (4) Guided by principles of
integrity.

After the FCA authorisation, we aim to launch
the Jenga Global Fund with a minimum of £10

Our culture, values and people help us achieve

million under management and then scale our

our objective of being in the top 5% of net

assets alongside clients who share our goals. (If

returns across all funds.

you may know anyone who would like to learn
more about us, please reach out.)

We look forward to crossing the next stage of
Jenga’s growth story with you.
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Quality Investing
Investing is both an art and a science. We use

personal computer industry to a complacent,

concepts of nonlinearity and vector

debt-ridden and struggling technology

frameworks when assessing various investment

company. 1994-1996 was filled with numerous

concepts like how debt works. However, we

restructuring, cost-cutting plans and layoffs.

can not make judgements about the future on

Kodak, on the other hand, was flying high with

metrics alone and often find ourselves

no competition in its core traditional film

analysing the future like an artist. One of the

market. Kodak had even contemplated buying

pitfalls of ‘metric investing’ occurs in the main

the struggling Apple Computers.

theme investors (including us) are allocating
capital into, which is quality investing.

% Returns

What is quality investing?

Return on
capital

If we look at the definition of the MSCI, a
quality company has a high return on capital,
stable earnings, strong balance sheets with low

Net income
margin

Kodak
(1997)

Kodak
2005
-54%

-9.4%

16.4%

7.3%

-11.1%

-5.7%

9.5%

37.8%

155%

81%

0%

Debt to
equity

score methodology and ranks companies by

Table 8: Data from Capital IQ

debt/equity. If quality investing were this
simple, all quality investors would agree on
what quality companies are, but sadly, we do
not.

In our view, quality is in the eyes of the
beholder as it goes beyond near-term financial
metrics. Kodak and Apple in the late 1990s
provide a good case study of the pitfalls of
defining quality by financial statement metrics.

Kodak v Apple 1997- 2005
In the mid-1990s, both Kodak and Apple were
at very different stages in their importance for
society. Apple had gone from one of the
technology high flyers as it pioneered the

JENGA ANNUAL REPORT OCTOBER 2021

Apple
(2005)

21.7%

leverage. The MSCI goes further to apply a Ztheir return on equity, earnings variability, and

Apple
(1997)

If we look at the traditional quality metrics
above (table 8), Kodak and Apple were at
different ends of the quality spectrum in 1997.
Kodak had relatively high margins and return
on capital with a reasonable debt level. Apple
was loss-making and with a company-high
debt to equity. If quality investing was as
simple as how the investment world defines it,
one should long Kodak and short Apple.

A lot changed in 1997 when (1) Steve Jobs
returned to Apple and (2) the emergence of
the digital camera.

Focusing solely on the numbers, Apple only
achieved a double-digit return on capital in
2005 while Kodak’s first year of losses occurred
18

in 2005 (In 2004, Kodak’s debt level was less

design portfolio, SoundJam MP was

than a third of total capital employed while its

relaunched as iTunes, and the iPod’s launch

return on capital was 8%). A Kodak

made Apple’s product portfolio far superior to

shareholder waiting for Kodak’s return on

their rivals.

capital to move into negative figures would
have lost 68% on their investment by 2005,
while an investor waiting for Apple to look like
quality on both net income and a return on
capital basis would have missed the 1,330%
return in Apple shares during those 8 years,
the best 8 years to ever had invested in Apple
shares.

We have noticed the best time to hold some
of these great companies is when they looked
the worst from a traditional quality metrics
view. After assessing what happened
post-1997, Kodak stopped being quality well
before 2005. Its core product- film camerashad become a commodity. Rivals like Nikon
launched the Nikon 28Ti, which was superior.
The digital cameras launched by Canon
diminished Kodak’s film cameras relevance.
Canon’s 2-megapixel CCD class was an instant
hit with consumers.

At the management level, Kodak was
complacent, slow to innovation and the
changing consumer dynamics. In only four
years, Kodak’s market share had halved.

The art of quality investing
By no means do we say investors should
disregard traditional quality metrics like return
on capital or debt to capital. In our global
strategy, 12/16 companies are debt-free, while
15/16 have a return on capital above 10%.
However, these figures alone are not enough
to view these companies as high quality, as
Kodak taught us. Many factors that are slow to
show and sometimes never appear on balance
sheets are equally as important. We currently
see quality in companies that do not look like
traditional quality companies. Amazon, for
example, does not currently earn a high return
on capital or have low debt levels but yet has
one of the greatest competitive advantages in
terms of scale among global retailers.

Another example is the recent portfolio
addition, eXp World Holdings, which would
have failed the quality pass as it only turned
profitable last year with a profit margin of
1.6%. The founder-led group continues to
disrupt the old brick-and-mortar real estate
model with its asset-light eXp Realty model
and the Virbela Virtual Reality services.

Apple became quality well before its margins
looked high in 2005. The return of Steve Jobs
inspired a renewed focus on design, creativity
and quality. The iMac launched in 1998 sold
almost 800,000 units in its first five months.
The 1998 acquisitions strengthened Apple’s
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A focus for us going forward will be looking for
quality where others see average businesses
due to poor metrics like Apple between 1997
and 2004.
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Jenga Newsletters
Earlier this year, a few Jenga Briefing

We continued the monthly Jenga Briefings and

subscribers wanted a more frequent and

published 12 Jenga articles during the year.

shorter market update than the Briefing. We

Our 45-page analysis of civilisation and what it

launched the Jenga Review on the 22nd of

means for future investors was the most

February earlier this year, and we have

clicked, read and reviewed Jenga Update.

published 23 Jenga Reviews on topics ranging

Anna Couri’s write-up on the Swedish economy

from the Japanese healthcare industry to the

and why we continue to allocate to owner-

global restaurant recovery and how we are

oriented companies in Sweden was also

picking stocks. We are pleased with the

appreciated by the investment communities in

feedback we received from readers, with many

Sweden and the UK.

flagging the topic breadth and stock picks as
aspects enjoyed from the Jenga Review.

We are pausing on the content we release for
readers until we have more clarity post-FCA
authorisation on what we are allowed to
publish.
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The Jenga Annual Conference
Last year, we hosted the first Jenga Annual
Conference, where our team shared their
investment outlook, strategy and performance.
We also answered questions from over 75
listeners on the Zoom call. We are delighted to
host the second Jenga Annual Conference on
the 18th of November 2021 at 2 pm GMT.
This year alongside the investment team will
also have executives and managers from our
portfolio companies like Kering participate at

We also have some gifts for lucky participants.
Three listeners on the Zoom conference will
win a £50 voucher for products from L’Oréal,
Kering and Garmin. Kering is the parent
company behind brands like Gucci, Saint
Lauren, Balenciaga and Alexander McQueen.
Garmin is also the brand behind one of the
best smartwatches you could find.
You can sign up for the 2021 Jenga Annual
Conference here.

the Annual Conference. The Annual
Conference will be an opportunity for you to
learn more about how various companies are
managing with the impacts from Covid-19.
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Investment Club disclosure

Jenga Investment Partners operate with an
investment club, closed-ended unregulated
structure which means we do not have a
license from the UK Financial Conduct
Authority. Jenga Investment Partners is
currently working on its FCA authorisation over
the next year.

The information provided above, in our Annual
Report, is not investment advice. The fund
positions and portfolio weightings will change
from the information provided above, and it is
crucial that readers do not take this for
investment advice.

Past performance is not a guide to future
performance. Our funds are subject to volatility
and systematic error. Readers and investors are
advised to speak, and consult their own
financial consultant, tax advisor or fund
manager.
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